اﻋﻮذ ﺑﺎﷲ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺸﻴﻄﻦ اﻟﺮﺟﻴﻢ
ﺑﺴﻢ اﷲ اﻟﺮﲪﻦ اﻟﺮﺣﻴﻢ
I seek refuge in GOD, from Satan the rejected
In the Name of GOD, Most Gracious, Most Merciful

Error in printed qurans

part 3

God almighty has saved quran 99.99999%. But this quran that is
under hand has some erors in Alef that can be detected and
corrected easily by mathematical miracle of 19.
In previous post the letter Nun proved for us that "Senwan"
must be without Alef in verse 13:4.Now please see another
verse that has one error in Alef. Human errors in Alef is
normal thing because Alef isn't like other letters in Arabic.
One word in Arabic can be wrritten with/without Alef both.

ﻗﻨﻮان

In general Quran The pattern "QenWan" or "
" has been
written by Alef that isn't correct. True dictation of the word

"ﻗﻨﻮن.

is "

General Quran:

True dictation of verse:

           [6:99]
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[۶:٩٩]He is the One who sends down from the sky water,
whereby we produce all kinds of plants. We produce from the
green material multitudes of complex grains, palm trees with
hanging clusters, and gardens of grapes, olives and
pomegranate; fruits that are similar, yet dissimilar. Note
their fruits as they grow and ripen. These are signs for
people who believe.

The above verse (6:99) has one extra Alef in word "Qenwan
". Now the question may be arised here is : How we must
be certain that the " "ﻗﻨﻮنis correct not "?"ﻗﻨﻮان
The above verse has Nun pattern in word "YomeeNun" "".
Therfore the pattern Nun in word Qenwan hasn't any effect on
the counting of Nun. Because another word in the verse has
pattern Nun (word YomeeNun ). But according to previous post
Qenwan is the word like Senwan that the Alef in it is extra.
It is interesting that this verse has 38(19*2) letter Noon
and Waw. This is another sign for it.

GOD is the Greater!!

Conclusion:
The verse 6:99 has one extra Alef that must be corrected.Two above
correction havn't any effect on mathematical miracle of Nun. Because
I had used both verse (13:4 and 6:99) in Nun calcualtion.

Praise be to God Lord of the universe.
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